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Abstract - -The "Music and Animation Tool Kit" is a group of computer program modules de- 
signed to be used in abstract multimedia composition. The user has direct control over the visual 
realm, can create patterns and textures, and can move objects freely about the screen. All visual 
events are translated into music. Often the same code that creates the animation also generates the 
music. The user therefore creates music by working through the visual domain. Two methods of 
translating visible movement to sound are used in these modules, coordinate mapping and perceptual 
mapping. Coordinate mapping is described in detail in the first part of this paper; the second part 
deals with perceptual mapping. In coordinate mapping, the vertices of a three-dimensional geometric 
shape (the points that define a form or the points where lines intersect) are assigned to notes. These 
notes change as the object moves. Perceptual mapping is based on principles of Gestalt psychology. 
In this type of mapping what is perceived visually is translated to music: it is not a literal mapping 
of coordinate points. 
Keywords - -Computer  music, MIDI, "Music and Animation Tool Kit", Perceptual mapping, 
Geomusic, Coordinate mapping. 
INTRODUCTION 
The "Music and Animation Tool Kit" is a collection of software modules designed for exploring 
different ways of translating visible movement to music. The author wrote the modules while 
conducting research on how vision and audition perceive movement, space, and time, and on 
how the brain organizes information brought o it by the eyes and ears. The author used his 
observations from this research in designing many of the program modules. 
With the "Music and Animation Tool Kit," the user can create patterns and textures of 
animation, and move shapes freely about the screen. There are six modules in the tool kit: 
Geomusic, MusicCircle, MusicRunner, MusicSpider, MusicWheel, and MusicWalker. All of the 
animation created with these modules involve motion, and there are no background landscapes 
or stationary objects; all attention is focused on one single object and on how that object moves 
and develops. 
COORDINATE MAPP ING:  GEOMUSIC  
In the "Geomusic" module, the user can, with keyboard commands and the mouse, choose one 
of several three-dimensional wire frame shapes and move and rotate it freely. Depending on the 
user's commands, the shape can appear to be slowly tumbling and turning through space, or it 
can move rapidly with precision and purpose. 
In Geomusic, movement is translated to music with a system the author calls "coordinate 
mapping" where the computer assigns the three-dimensional coordinates (X, Y, Z) of a shape's 
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vertices to notes. The Y coordinate is mapped to pitch; the computer assigns a higher pitch 
to vertices with a higher Y coordinate. The Z coordinate is mapped to velocity; the computer 
assigns a higher velocity value to vertices that are nearer to the user. The X coordinate is mapped 
to pan position (the left/right ratio of a stereo signal); the computer assigns left of center pan 
positions to vertices that are left of center, and right of center pan positions to vertices that are 
right of center. 
The music is a reflection of the structure of the shape, and a reflection of the shape's movement. 
A triangle, having three vertices, will create music with three simultaneous melodic lines; likewise, 
a shape with eight vertices, such as a cube, will create music with eight simultaneous melodic 
lines. Also, if two of the shape's vertices are far away from each other, they will produce music 
that reflects this spatial separation through differences in pitch, loudness, and panning. Vertices 
that are closer together in space produce lines of music that are closer together in pitch, loudness 
and panning. 
It is when the shape is moving that the structure of the shape asserts itself through the music. 
As the user moves and rotates the shape in various ways, some of the shape's vertices will move 
up as others move down, and some will move forward as others move backward. It is also possible 
that one vertex could remain still, acting as an anchor for the shape, while the other vertices 
rotate around it so that outer vertices would move faster than inner ones. Because ach vertex is 
mapped to its own melodic line, all of this interplay is reflected in the music (Figures 2 and 3). 
The orchestration of the music can also be determined by the shape. Each side, or face, of the 
shape can be assigned to its own MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) channel, so the 
front face of a shape could, for example, be assigned to a woodwind sound, and the back face 
could be assigned to a string sound. As the shape moves, the mix of timbres changes constantly as 
one face moves forward (and its associated pitches become louder) and one face moves backward. 
Shapes that the user manipulates in "Geomusic" are stored in files. The file contains the 
shape's three-dimensional coordinates and instructions on how to connect hem (Figure 1). The 
author used three-dimensional graphics algorithms as described in [1] to allow the user to freely 
move the shapes. 
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Figure 1. A sample object file from "Geomusic" and an image of the shape that it 
defines. 
The following is a summary of how the Geomusic module works: 
• The user selects a shape. 
• The computer eads the shape's file which contains a set of three-dimensional coordinates 
for the shape, and a set of instructions for drawing it. 
• From the information in the file, the computer assigns a separate MIDI channel for each 
face. 
• The shape appears on the screen, and notes corresponding to its vertices are played. 
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* The user moves the shape using a combination of keyboard commands and mouse move- 
ments, and the computer simultaneously plays new notes whenever any of the shape's 
vertices change position. 
B~k Face 
FmntF~ 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2. Three images from Geomusic. (a) A cube moving toward the user; see 
the musical example in Figure 3. (b) A compound shape made from a triangle and 
a square. This image captures approximately one second of very rapid movement. 
(c) The movement of a single line in an inward spiral. 
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Figure 3. Music derived from a cube moving toward the user, similar to the cube 
shown in Figure 2a. 
PERCEPTUAL MAPP ING 
When writing the following modules, the author used what he calls "perceptual mapping" to 
translate visible movement to music. The author wrote the modules as animation programs 
first; then after considering how the visual system perceived the object in terms of movement in 
time and space, and how the visual system organized the animation, the music elements were 
added. The music was designed to create an auditory perceptual experience similar to the visual 
perceptual experience of seeing the animation. 
As a first step in developing a mapping scheme, the author separated the animation into its 
basic components, then analyzed the components in terms of their perceptual effects. To aid in 
analyzing the components, the author asked a variety of questions. Does the component belong in 
the foreground or background? How does this component divide time? Does it move at the same 
speed all the time, or does it accelerate and decelerate? What are the qualities of its movement? 
Does it cover a large amount of space? Does it move smoothly? Is there any space or time 
between appearances of the component? 
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After analyzing the animation, the author designed the musical mapping so that each part of 
the animation would have a sound analog. As guides to creating sound analogs, the author used 
Gestalt Laws of perceptual organization [2], and aspects of auditory and visual physiology. 
MUSIC  C IRCLE  
In this module, a tripod with a fixed midpoint rotates in the X, Y plane (Figure 4). As the 
tripod rotates, the impression of an outer circular contour is carved by the endpoints of the three 
lines. These two elements, the figure itself, and the circular contour are used by the computer to 
create the music. 
Figure 4. The  tr ipod used in "MusicCircle." The arrows indicate the tr ipod's  clock- 
wise movement.  
The way the tripod rotates and the way the music is produced are very similar. The computer 
calculates twenty-two equally spaced points along the circular contour. Each point is associated 
with a dyad (a two note chord). Whenever a leg of the tripod lands on one of these points, 
the computer plays the associated dyad. Between each of the points are sixteen equally spaced 
"inner points." 1Whenever a leg of the tripod lands on any of these "inner points," the computer 
calculates which of the original points is nearest, and plays its associated yad with a sight 
microtonal shift. The computer accomplishes the microtonal shift by sending a MIDI pitch bend 
command to the synthesizer just before sending the note information. 
When the tripod rotates to a new position, all three legs will land on either a main point or 
an "inner point" so a six note chord (consisting of three sets of dyads) will always be played. 
Therefore, the musical representation f the tripod is the six note chord. The musical counterpart 
of the circular contour is the sonority created by the microtonally shifting dyads. The harmonic 
shifting is limited to One whole step above the highest dyad and one whole step below the lowest 
dyad. Thus, there is constant musical motion, but it stays within this confined range; just as 
there is constant visual motion with the rotating tripod, but it stays within the circular contour 
(Figures 5 and 6). 
Figure 5. An image created with MusicCircle, representing approximately ten sec- 
onds of the tr ipod's  movement.  
1The author 's  decision to have sixteen "inner points" between each of the main points was subjective, but it seems 
to work well with the music and animation. Having twenty-two main divisions of the circle was dictated by the 
circle a lgor i thm x ---- radius * cos(i) ~- .5; y = radius * sin(i) + .5; when i --- i ÷ 2. If only consecutive points on the 
circular contour are plotted, the circle is represented by twenty-two points. 
Ch. I 
Ch. 2 
Ch. 3 
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Figure 6. Music created with MusicCircle that corresponds to the image in Figure 5. 
The Ch. 1, Ch. 2, and Ch. 3 labels refer to MIDI channels. The music created by 
each leg of the tripod is sent on a different channel. 
MUSIC  WALKER 
The MusicWalker's, movement can be broken down into three elements: "extension," reach," 
and "recovery" (Figure 7). In the "extension" stage, the figure begins as a straight line (Fig- 
ure 7a). The endpoints of the line remain stationary, but the midpoint moves. By the end of 
the "extension" stage, the figure looks like a "V" (or, depending on its orientation, a sideways or 
upside-down "V") (Figure 7b). In the "reach" stage, the midpoint remains stationary and the 
endpoints move forward until the figure looks like an inverted "V" (Figure 7c). The "recovery" 
stage is an inversion of the "extension" stage; the endpoints remain stationary and the midpoint 
moves until the figure is once again a straight line. This process repeats over and over as the 
figure moves on a path specified by the user. 
(a) "Start" (b) "Extension" (c) "Reach" (d) "Recovery" 
Figure 7. MusicWalker. (a) The starting figure is a straight line. (b) In the "ex- 
tension" stage, the endpoints of the line remain stationary and the midpoint moves. 
(c) In the "reach" stage, the midpoint remains tationary and the endpoints move. 
(d) The "recovery" stage is an inversion of the "extension" stage; the endpoints re- 
main stationary and the midpoint moves until the figure is once again a straight 
line. 
The quality of movement in the "extension" stage, and its counterpart, he "recovery" stage 
differs from the "reach" stage. In the "reach" stage, the movement is smoother, the entire stage 
seems to be part of the same visual event. In the extension and the recovery stages however, the 
movement consists of several discreet steps so that these stages eem to be composed of several 
visual events. 
As the computer animates the movement of the MusicWalker, it simultaneously sends MIDI 
commands to create the music; so that each visual event has a musical counterpart. In this mod- 
ule, the pitches are entered in ahead of time by the user, but user-defined animation parameters 
control many of the rhythmic aspects of the music. For example, the user can define a different 
speed for each of the three stages, and can specify the number of discreet steps in the "extension" 
and the "recovery" stages, all of which will impact how the pitch material is played. Figure 8 
shows a sample pitch set and the musical counterparts for the three animation stages. 
MUSIC  RUNNER AND MUSIC  SP IDER 
In both MusicRunner and MusicSpider, the user (with the mouse) moves an animated figure 
in two-dimensional space. In both modules, the figure consists of flickering line segments of 
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Extension Reach Recovery 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. (a) Sample pitch set, and (b) resulting music from MusicWalker. The slur 
from "reach" to "recovery" represents a smooth pitch glide. The musical counterpart 
for the recovery stage departs from rigid perceptual mapping and simply sounds the 
remaining pitches as a broken chord that rings through the animation recovery stage. 
random length and direction that originate from a center-point. Therefore, the figure is constantly 
changing, even when it is not being moved by the user. In MusicSpider, the line segments are 
close together, creating the illusion of a slow moving, spider-like creature. In MusicRunner, the 
line segments are further apart and are not connected to the center-point, creating the illusion 
of a running or dancing object (Figure 9). 
b. 
Figure 9. (a) Animation from "MusicRunner" occurring over 500 msec. The arrow 
indicates movement ofthe center-point. (b) Animation from "MusicSpider" occurring 
over 500 msec. 
To derive the music in "MusicRunner" and "MusicSpider," a scheme of mapping a single 
point (X, Y) to three musical voices (melodic lines) is used. One voice is a direct translation 
of the horizontal, or X coordinate to a note. A second voice is a translation of the vertical, 
or Y coordinate to a note. The third voice is a translation of the average of the X and the 
Y coordinates ((X + Y)/2) to a note. 
The texture created by this scheme can be highly contrapuntal because the voices do not 
always change pitch at the same time. If, for example, a point were to move across the screen 
in a straight horizontal line, the Y voice would sustain, while the X voice and the average voice 
would play notes of increasing pitch, the X voice increasing at twice the rate of the average voice. 
In "MusicRunner," the center-point moves very fast; therefore the music is also fast and tends 
to have a bouncy character (Figure 10). In "MusicSpider," there are two musical elements, one in 
the foreground and one in the background. The foreground music is derived from the center-point 
as in "MusicRunner"; however, movement of the center-point is much slower, and therefore the 
music is slower and tends to have a smooth chorale-like character. The background notes are 
derived from several variables including the foreground music, the endpoints of the flickering line 
segments, and a preset multiplication value. The music tends to create an eerie ambiance with 
an aleatoric quality, but is still related to the foreground music (Figure 11). 
Each time a leg of the spider is drawn, a background note is played. Since legs are being 
drawn constantly, and since movement of the center-point is slow, there are usually many more 
background notes than foreground notes; the ratio is approximately eight to one, depending 
on the speed of center-point movement (which is set in advance, or can be controlled with the 
mouse). 
The scheme of mapping a single moving point to three lines of music takes advantage of visual 
and auditory perception strengths to create an effective mapping of two-dimensional visible space 
to audible frequency space. One of the problems with mapping visible space to frequency space is 
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Figure 10. MusicRunner. Music created by mapping the midpoint of a moving figure 
to three voices. 
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Figure 11. MusicSpider. Music created by mapping the midpoint of a moving figure 
to three voices, and "outer notes" derived from the flickering line segments. 
that no horizontal frequency dimension exists. Therefore, if a visible point traveled horizontally all 
the way across the screen, and moved vertically only slightly, it would produce the same auditory 
mapping as a point that moved slightly upward, but moved not at all on the horizontal axis. 
Mapping horizontal movement to a separate frequency vector on the other hand, more accurately 
reflects the amount of change that occurred in the spatial position of the visible object. 
MUSIC  WHEEL  
"MusicWheel" is a program where radius values of expanding shapes control the onset and 
duration of a series of chords. In this module, mapping is temporal only. The length of time that 
the current visual object expands is equivalent to the amount of time that the current chord is 
sounded. 
The visual objects are enlarging pinwheel shapes that first appear as dots on the screen (Fig- 
ure 12). As the first dot appears, MIDI note-on commands are sent to sound a note or chord. The 
shape continually spins and expands until it reaches a user-defined maximum radius value, or is 
stopped by a mouse click. When the shape stops expanding, the chord stops sounding. When the 
first shape has completed its cycle, a new dot appears which sounds a new chord and the process 
repeats itself (Figure 13). No musical information is sent between the time the pinwheel first 
appears on the screen and the time it stops expanding. Therefore, to complement the evolving 
shape, the author orchestrates the chords with sounds that evolve in timbre or loudness over 
time. 
CONCLUSION 
Two modules that the author plans to develop in the future are "MusicLines" and the "Appar- 
entMotionGrid." MusicLines" is a program where computer animation responds to MIDI input 
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Figure 12. An image created with MusicWheel. 
Figure 13. Music created with MusicWheel. 
creating swirling contours that reflect he concurrent music. In the other modules of the tool kit, 
the user controls the animation, and the animation generates or in some way affects the musical 
material. "MusicLines" will be the first module to reverse these roles; the user will compose or 
improvise the music, and the module will create the animation. 
The "ApparentMotionGrid" is a program in which small boxes on a three-dimensional grid 
change position in similar manners and are perceptually grouped together to form moving three- 
dimensional shapes. At the same time, sound fragments heard sequentially in different spatial 
locations are grouped together to form moving auditory objects. 
So far the author has used the "Music and Animation Toolkit" to create two multimedia pieces, 
"The Mobile" and "Color Wheel." "Geomusic" was featured in the 1992 EDUCOM (Computers 
in Education) conference at the Baltimore Convention Center, and the author presented the 
Music and Animation Toolkit at the 1993 SEAMUS conference at the University of Texas at 
Austin. 
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